BI BI GRAETZ
TESTAMATTA Bianco 2017
Closing the circle:
Testamatta has always been identified as the image and the flagship brand of
the winery, the philosophy, the quality and the message are truly expressions
of Bibi Graetz approach to wine. After many years of research and hard
work, selecting our whites from the Ansonica grapes of the Island of Giglio,
we realized we were ready to close the circle of Testamatta, producing
alongside the red, the white version of the “Crazy head”. Testamatta Bianco,
produced for the first time in 2016, has already become a benchmark for
white wines in Italy.

Winemaker’s Tasting Notes
Ansonica 100%
“Testamatta Bianco condensate the aromas, the flavours and the character
of the Island of Gilgio in a bottle: you can fill the smell of the underwood, the
mentholated of myrtle, the minerality of the soil and the elegance of the
Ansonica grapes. All this notes are perfectly combined together by the fine
tannins and the smoked bouquet of the oak”
Bibi Graetz

Vintage 2017: the growing season
If 2017 has been a very hard vintage on the “continent” we cant say the same
for Giglio Island. In Italy the extreme heat and the absence of rain has
produced as result one of the most difficult vintage of the past years, not in
terms of quality but in terms of quantity, with huge loss for the whole
industry. The island of Giglio has naturally extreme weather conditions, with
only few days of rain per year and an extreme heat that stars in May and
finishes in November: the vines are used to “work” in those conditions and
didn’t suffered the specifics of 2017

Vinification and Ageing
The grapes for Testamatta are sourced from the best vineyard of the Island:
Serrone. We can technically call Testamatta bianco a “singlevineyard
selection”. Serrone is in the south-east part of the island, facing the sea at an
altitude that goes from 60 to 150 meters altitude, terrace after terrace. The
vines, up to 100 years old, have the shape of a very small goblet and are
grown in the middle of the rocky, poor and granitic soil of the island. Harvest
started the 18th of August, every grape, handpicked, was carried in small
baskets to the winery, located in the center of the island in Giglio Castello.
After the destem and a very soft pressing with dry-ice, we left the skins with
the juice for less then 1 hour. After this shot period of maceration the must
was decanted for approximately 48 hours at low temperature in stainless steal
tanks and then moved to new 225L barriques for the alcoholic fermentation at
20°C. After the fermentation the wine aged with the lees for 12 months,
without any malolactic fermentation and then bottled.

